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Guest Editorial

“Whether it be a painting orphotograph, thepicture is a E~IIrN~F

symbol that brings one immediately into close touch with reality”

-Lewis Hine PHOTO EDITOR ___________________________________________________________________________________
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PRODUCTION MANAGER I I
,\‘~ichoel Clervi jaciyn

Documentary photography expands our awareness of all that is happening outside of our AD MANAGER
homes. Writing is one way to document an event or a place, but the visual details of a photo- Reir iv\einharr
graph often evoke emotions that words cannot. Powerful images cause people to react.

Oftentimes, photojournalism students use their work as a way of bringing awareness to social BUSINESS MANAGER
issues. Their work becomes a voice for their beliefs and the ideas they are trying to express. An Bryan Hammer
outlet for their work is a necessity. Without viewers, their message is lost. Gallery openings,
senior thesis exhibits, and displays in buildings throughout campus provide an opportunity for STAFF DESIGNERS
students to show their work outside of the classroom. Dave Scofl Gino Re’.’es

This week, Reporter is providing another way for student work to be shown, allowing four “Jicole Killian, Raymond ‘r’uen
photographers the opportunity to share their vision with you, the reader. This issue makes it
possible to see things that normally would remain unseen. ADVISOR

Even though the typical technology student may not encounter photography on a daily Rudy Pugliese 1 0
basis, it is important to realize that without this art form, RIT would simply be a two-dimen
sional educational experience. There would be information and perhaps understanding, but PRINTINGPrintina Applicalions Lc ~
not necessarily a deeper level of spiritual connection with the world around us. Keeping the
visual medium alive is a vital and utterly necessary part of this institute. DISTRIBUTION

In the following pages, spend a day in the life of a 16 year-old girl, go back to the playful Chris Ehrrnann, Alvcicr Hc II
days of summer camp, travel to Florida for Bike Week 2002, and wait in the open spaces of an
airport. The moments and gestures in these photographs become the words that tell the story.

CONTACT INFO fl •1 ‘ n J•
Brian Marcus L)i1~er s i araulse
Photo Editor MAIN 1 8

175.22)2 ieoorrer@rii.edu

ADVERTISING
475.22 1 3 I reportemds@nicil.ril.edu

DESIGN
175.5633 cdesign@rii.edu

If you would like to contact any of the photographers in this issue: Time Snent
Kara Fulgenzi — karaanne13@starmail.com r 25
Steve Brahms — baatracer@aol.com

Edmund Fountain — edmundfountain@yahoo.com

Andrew Schafer doubleOdrew@hotmail.com

eporter Magazine is published weekly during the academic year by a staff comprised of students at the Rochester Institute of Technology. Business, Editorial,
and Design facilities are located in Room A-426, in the lower level of the Student Alumni Union. Our voice/iTt’ line is 15851 475-2212. The Advertising

epartment can be reached ot (585)475-2213. The opinions expressed in Reporter do not necessarily reflect those of the Institute. Letters to the Editor may
be submitted to Reporter in person at our office. Letters may also be sent through to the address reporter@rit.edu. Reporter reserves the right to edit for grammar,
spelling, punctuation, and libel and/or clarity. No letters will be printed unless signed and accompanied by a phone number. All letters received become the prop
erty of Reporter. Reporter takes pride in its membership in the Associated Collegiate Press and American Civil Liberties Union. Copyright 2002 Reporter Maga
zine. All rights reserved. No portion of this mogazine may be reproduced without prior written permission.
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J aclyn, now sixteen years old, was born with Turners Syndrome, a severe chro

mosome abnormality. Jaclyn is also mentally retarded and has a severe seizure

disorder. She has the mentality of a two-year old. She cannot walk, talk, feed

herself, bathe herself or clothe herself. She must rely on her family every day

for the necessities. Jaclyn may not lead the life of an average sixteen-year old,

but despite her disability, she is full of life, personality and character. Jaclyn is

my sister. I grew up with her, not knowing a sister to be any other way. As I grow

older, I realize that I have learned more about compassion, responsibility and

unconditional love from my little sister than I have from any other human being.

Jaclyn is awakened at 7:00 a.m. -

every weekday morning for school. ..~ —

Each morning she struggles to get -

out of bed. As her pajamas come -

off, she enjoys a short backrub 3)
before getting dressed.

Before the bus arrives at 7:45,
Jaclyn must eat breakfast and take

her medication. This morning, she

is not cooperating. She bites her

hand and shouts to let her mother

know that something is wrong.

Her dog Buddy senses her mood

and waits for her to throw him

scraps from the table.

1
by Kara Fulgenzi
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Sitting among classmates and teachers’ aids during current events makes Jaclyn antsy. Unlike most of her classmates, Jaclyn

has a very hard time sitting still. Current events do not keep her entertained.

• Jaclyn is quite an acrobat for girl who cannot even
I ~ walk. Once she is up in a headstand, she kicks her

feet - one, then the other. She always provides the

entertainment for her friends.

At 4:00 p.m. Jaclyn arrives home from school. She is wheeled from the bus into the garage, where she leaves her chair.

With her mother’s help, she walks inside, watches the garage door close, then slams the door to the house.
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Valerie, Jaclyn’s sitter, feeds her after school and cares for her until she goes to bed. Valerie, who works

only twenty hours during the week, is very patient, despite Jaclyn’s somewhat trying temperament.

When Jaclyn’s f~ther arrives home from work, he always takes her for a ride. Sometimes it’s a car ride, Affection is the only way that Jaclyn can express her feelings. She hugs and kisses her fa

sometimes it’s a bike ride; tonight, it’s a wagon ride with the Easter Bunny.
***
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Images from summer camp

Photographs by Steve Brahms
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1
At 7050, off the old highway in Northern

Wisconsin, everyday experience, like the nour

ished recollections of memory, is amplified to the

point of perfection. Individuals shine among the

group, fires burn with brilliance, imaginations soar

with creativity, love is felt so deeply it hurts, and

trees appear as ladders to the reverential stars that

glow more brightly every night.
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Biker’s Paradise photographs by Edmund Fountain
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S ince 1937, motorcyclists have flocked toDaytona Beach for an event that has become
known as Bike Week. The event began as a 200-
mile motorcycle race on a small beach track and
has since grown into an event that covers all of
Volusia county. Each year, around 500,000 bikers
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migrate to this area to partake in a week of
mayhem and revelry~

Paradise for many people equates to white sand,
blue sky, and palm trees. For the bikers at
Daytona, paradise meant a week away from work,
the smell of burnt rubber and exhaust, women
willing to ‘Tbare it all” for a few cheers, and a
chance to act 18 again.
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Bike Week places emphasis on excessiveness
and decadence. People drink from sunrise
until well after sunset. The girls flash anyone
they see, trying to get attention. Companies
make the event into a massive advertising
campaign, giving out free merchandise and
sponsoring all sorts of events. Harley
Davidson even hosted a wedding at the grand
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opening of a showroom during the week.
Biker camps have all sorts of outrageous
events, such as wrestling competitions in vats
of cole slaw.
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These photographs are my reaction to a group of
people who, in my opinion, never grew up. While
I found that each of the bikers I encountered had
a unique and interesting personality I found it sad
that this is the high point of the year for many of
them, because they feel they can live recklessly for
these seven days. These bikers may be doctors and
lawyers for 51 weeks of the year, but for one week
in March, they are whoever they want to be.
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24
ime Snent

Lby Andrew Schafer
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For an environment that symbolizes

movement,
~ I

and thrives on speedy traveling,

there is a lot of waiting involved in the process.

A place so public, yet so

private and isolated

Travelers rush to get to a place where they kill time.

Airports are landscapes painted
with abstract physical and emotional characteristics.

~
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interaction between light andgesture is important

in creating a relation ship between subject and environment

30
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JCPE
All STUDENTS, FACULTY, and STAFF

SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 10%.
oft any complete purchase durint~ the month of May.
Show your RIT ID card and eI~Joy these saviii~s

O~ TOP otany in-store promotions or sales!

ww.c IAoffrnTorg
Whats wrong with the CIR at RIP
Visit tile weilsite altO 111111 out br votirsell.
Meebilius on Thursltays, 5iiiii ill FIRESIDE.
Visit our website br more into about lIlT a CIA
Director Tenet sueakiil11 at Conimeitcement

dwilaw.com

24~4—5 600
1209 East Avenue Rochester, NY

-~ -

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 2002 RIT GRADUATES!

DISCOUNT for Rh Studentsand Staff at

NY OPTICAL

JC PENNY OPTICAL, MARKETPLACE MALL
25 Mir~r le Mile Drive, Rochester NY 1 4b2 5 85—424—1 931

PR0[EssioNA[ PRESENTATiON...

TiMELESS ARChIVAl. QUAliTy

~

20% OFF all Light Impressions mat board

LUMIERE PI-I0T0
4~9 \‘1or’~o~ AVEr\UE • HOURS \ F 9-6 SAT 10--I

\V\\\\ .[UMIEREpI-IOTO.COM ~8~.-461 .4447

Expires 5/15/02, no other discounts apply
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